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2021 BAGS COLLECTION

EXPECT MORE ... COUNT ON IT
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Designed for busy professionals, 
elleven™ bags combine sleek styling 
and ingenious organisational features 
that keep you one step ahead.

YOU’VE GOT 
PLACES TO GO. 
ELLEVEN™ MAKES 
GETTING THERE EASIER.

Quick-access top pocket 
with earbud port

EL003 
elleven™ Compu-Backpack
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When you’ve travelling on business, time is of 
the essence. With checkpoint-friendly laptop 
compartments, trolley sleeves and mre, elleven™ 
designs bgs that won’t slow you down.

FREQUENT FLIER

EL003 
elleven™ Compu-Backpack 
 
Checkpoint-friendly compartment for a 17” laptop. 
Main compartment with removable Techtrap organiser. 
Lower-front hidden pocket for valuables. Back panel 
designed to slip over trolley handles. This exclusive 
design has a designated laptop-only section that 
unfolds to lay flat on the X-ray belt to increase your 
speed, convenience and security. 

EL003 
elleven™ Compu-Backpack
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EL018 
elleven™ Motion 15” Computer Backpack 
 
This exclusive design packs all the 
organisation you could ever need in a compact design 
without sacrificing functionality and comfort. Padded 
laptop compartment. Lined tablet pockt. Side grab 
handle. Back panel designed to slip over rolley handles. 
Complies with domestic carry on baggage allowances.

Sturdy side grab handle

Padded straps and back
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EL025 
elleven™ Arc 21” Travel Duffel 

 
The elleven Arc 21” Travel Duffel 

transitions from sport to travel 
with ease. Subtle reflective ac-

cents keep you safe at night. 
Wherever you’re going, this 

is your go-to bag. It includes 
a cleverly integrated vented 

center shoe pocket, front and 
side zippered pockets and 

an interior zippered storage 
pocket.

EL011 
elleven™ 22” Duffel Bag 
 
Main compartment with U-shaped opening. 
Front pocket with removable Techtrap 
organiser. Ventilated side pockets for 
shoes or wet clothes. Side pocket 
with elastic shock cord for extra 
storage.
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EL024 
elleven™ Rutter TSA 17” 
Computer Backpack

Sometimes the office isn’t really an office. It’s 
 a roadside rest stop, the front seat of a rental 
  or sofa of your hotel room. When yor’re 
   constantly racking up the kilometers for work, 
     you need a roomy, well-organised bag that 
       allows you to get things dne on the road.

ROAD WARRIOR
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EL024 
elleven™ Rutter TSA 17” Computer Backpack 
 
Padded compartment for a 17” laptop. Dedicated 
tablet pocket. RFID-blocking pocket. Hidden mesh 
pocket on backpack strap. Trolley handle attachment 
integrated into back panel.

Checkpoint-friendly. With laptop sleeves 
that open flat on airport secuity conveyor 
belts. Checkpoint-friendly backpacks get you 
through the screeening process faster.
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CITY COMMUTER
Your everyday bag needs to be a lot of things, 
durable, lightweigt and a look that shows off your 
style. With organisation for all your essentials, 
you can depend on elleven™ for navigating busy 
streets, sidewalks and subway stairwells.
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EL023 
elleven™ Evolve 15” Computer Messenger 
 
Roomy main compartment with space for a 15.6” laptop. 
Zippered front pocket organiser. Adjustable shoulder 
strap. Zippered rear pocket doubles as trolley sleeve. 
Interga ed back passport pocket.
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EL002 
elleven™ Wheeled TSA 17” Computer 
Backpack 
 
This exclusive design packs all the 
Checkpoint-friendly laptop compartment. 
Fits most 17” laptops. Telescoping handle 
and inline wheel. Comfy carry handle. 
Complies with domestic carry on 
baggage allowances.


